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Scientific centre for research and education concerning Friesland and its people, language

and culture in its broadest sense. Located in Leeuwarden, founded in 1938.

Foto (c) Erik en Petra Hesmerg
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Introduction
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What is dialectometry?

• ’The measure of dialect’ (Jean Séguy).

• Measures the degree of difference or similarity between dialects.

• Thus patterns in the dialect landscape can be revealed.
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Why dialectometry?

• For the record of cultural history. In order to reveal migrations, contacts with other

peoples, and internal cultural divisions.

• May be of use to language learners, publishers, broadcasters, educators and language

planners.
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Isogloss method

• Primary tool of traditional dialectology has been the isogloss.

• Greek isos means equal, Greek glōssa means language.
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Nucleus in ripe:

[rip(@)] (west)

[rE;p] (central)

[rip(@)] (east)
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Coda in cold :

[kO;ut] (west)

[kO;lt] (east)
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Nucleus in ripe &

coda in cold
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Isogloss method

Overlay the isogloss maps of 14 phenomena:

1 [VErk] vs. [VEr@k]
2 [splInt@r] vs. [splInt@ö]

3 [kni] vs. [kne:] vs. [knE:i] vs. [knIb@l]
4 [zi;n] vs. [@zi;n] vs. [G@zi;n] vs. [j@zi;n]
5 [ste;n

"
] vs. [ste;n@] vs. [stI;@s]

6 [me:st@r] vs. [mi;@st@r] vs. [mE;st@r]

7 [rip] vs. [rE;ip]
8 [zEs] vs. [sEs] vs. [sEz]
9 [kO;ut] vs. [kO;lt]
10 [ro:zn

"
] vs. [ro:z@n] vs. [ro:z@]

11 [lAd@r vs. [li;@r(@)]

12 [bru:r] vs. [brœ:ij@r] vs. [bru;r@]
13 [brYx] vs. [brYG(@)] vs. [brYg]
14 [blO;w] vs. [blA:t]
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Isoglosses of 14 phenomena.

Isogloss bundles represent

dialect boundaries.
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Isogloss method

• Not easy to decide about dialect borders, unless by selecting coinciding isoglosses.
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Little arrow method

• Introduced by P. Willems in 1886.

• Local dialects that are the same according to the speakers are connected by arrows in

the map.

• White strips arise when no arrows are drawn; these strips are the dialect borders.

• Example:

survey conducted in 1939 by the Dialectenbureau in Amsterdam among 1500

correspondents.
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Little arrow method

• Non-linguistic factors may also play a role.

• Judgment not always symmetric: speakers in location A may find the dialect in location

B the same, but not the other way round.

• Arrow patterns can be interpreted differently: the maps of W.G. Rensink (Rensink

1955) and the map of Jo Daan (Daan & Blok 1969) look different!

• Especially the low response in some areas makes it difficult to determine dialect groups.
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Dialectometry

We need methodology that:

• is purely linguistic;

• includes all linguistic levels;

• uses a representative data set of contemporary spoken dialect;

• includes all data without making subjective selections;

• utilizes the data maximally;

• allows comparisons regardless whether varieties are geographically close or not;

• produces results that are unambiguous.

Use dialectometry!
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Dialectometry
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Dialectometry

• The term ‘dialectometry’ was coined by Jean Séguy.

• He was director of the Atlas linguistique de la Gascogne.

• Assisted and inspired by Henri Guiter.

• Dialect distance: number of items on which two dialects differ, expressed in a

percentage.
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Dialectometry

• Example: calculate lexical difference value between Middelstum and Ommen on the

basis of six items:

Middelstum Ommen

friend kAm@rU;t
ˇ

kAm@rO:t 0

ship sxIp sxIp 0

far v
˚
E:r Vit

ˇ
1

are bIn
"

bInt 0

still nOx nOx 0

push stø;tn
"

drYk
ˇ
N
"

1

2

• Distance: 2/6 = 0.33. Percentage: 33%.
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Dialectometry

• Can be used for any linguistic level.

• 170 lexical variables, 67 pronunciation, 75 phonetic/phonological, 45 morphological,

and 68 syntactic.

• No gradual distances between items.

• Goebl (1982 and later) measured dialect similarity and called this Relative Identity

Value (RIV).
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Levenshtein distance

Grouw
Groningen

Haarlem Almelo

Alveringem

Renesse

Polsbroek

Mechelen

Venray

Kerkrade

m�lk«
mElk

mEl«k mEl«k

mæk

mæl«k

mEl«k

mEl«k

mEl«k

mIlIx

How to quantify differences between the dialect pronunciations?
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Levenshtein distance

• Levenshtein distance was introduced in dialectology by Brett Kessler.

• In 1995 he measured linguistic distances between Irish Gaelic dialects.

• Later it was applied to Dutch, Sardinian, Norwegian, American English, German,

Bulgarian and Bantu dialect/language varieties by others.

• Calculate the cost of changing one string into another.
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Levenshtein distance

• Example: milk may be pronounced as [mEl@k] in the dialect of Haarlem and as [mOlk@]

in the dialect of Grouw.

• Change the first pronounciation into the other.

mEl@k subst. E/O 1

mOl@k delete @ 0.5

mOlk insert @ 0.5

mOlk@

2

• We refer to insertions and deletions as indels.

• Many sequence operations map [mEl@k] → [mOlk@]. Levenshtein distance = cost of

cheapest mapping.
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Levenshtein distance

• Alignment:

1 2 3 3.5 4.5 5

m E l @ k

m O l k @

1 0.5 0.5

• Raw distance: 1 + 0.5 + 0.5 = 2. Normalized distance: 2 / 5 = 0.4 = 40%.
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Alignment

• In a linguistic alignment we assure that the minimum cost is based on an alignment in

which:

◦ a vowel matches with a vowel

◦ a consonant matches with a consonant

◦ the [j] or [w] matches with a vowel

◦ the [i] or [u] matches with a consonant

◦ the @ (schwa) or 5 matches with a sonorant

• A pair of pronunciations to be compared with Levenshtein distance consists preferably

of cognates.
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Levenshtein distance

• Substitution = insertion + deletion (1 = 0.5 + 0.5).

• Multiple alignments may be found per word pair that:

◦ represent the same minimum cost and

◦ have the same length.

• Length of an alignment:

(lengthw1 + lengthw2) × weightindel
or

(lengthw1 + lengthw2 / 2) × weightsubstitution

• Levenshtein distances can be normalized by the length of the corresponding

alignment(s).
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Levenshtein distance

• Variation among dialects is usually not measured on the basis of a single word, but on

a set of words.

• Assume for two dialects we calculate the Levenshtein distance for n word pairs.

• How do we combine them to one distance, i.e. how do we calculate the aggregated

distance?
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Calculating the aggregate

• Example: calculate the distance in the sound components between Middelstum and

Ommen on the basis of 6 words:

Middelstum Ommen raw length of norm.

alignment dist.

ship sxIp sxIp 0 4 0

cap pEt pEt@ 0.5 3.5 0.14

called rOupm @rupm 1 5 0.20

jump sprIN sprINkt 1 6 0.17

cellar kEl@r kEld@r 0.5 5.5 0.09

house hus hys 1 3 0.33

4 0.93

• ‘Raw distance’ is 4/6 = 0.67, normalized distance is 0.93/6 = 0.155 = 15.5%.
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Operation weights

• In the examples above we used plain Levenshtein distance:

◦ weight is 0 (match of two sounds) or 1 (substitution of one sound by another);

◦ when a sound is inserted or deleted, the weight is 0.5.

• Refinement by using gradual operation weights:

◦ for example, [i] and [I] are closer to each other than [i] and [A];

◦ we consider feature distances and gradual PMI distances as gradual operation

weights.
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Feature-based Levenshtein distance

• Each sound is defined by features.

• Vowel features:

e.g. frontness, height and rounding.

• Consonant features:

e.g. place of articulation, manner of articulation and voicing.

• Difference between two sounds calculated on the basis of feature differences.
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Feature-based Levenshtein distance

Vowel distances in the Almeida & Braun system: distances of 1 point:

E vs. æ (hight), E vs. 3 (advancement), E vs. œ (round).
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Feature-based Levenshtein distance

• Substitutions are scaled between 0 and 1, indels are scaled between 0 and 0.5.

• The @ (schwa) or 5 is not allowed to match with a sonorant.
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PMI-based Levenshtein distance

• Introduced in dialectology by Martijn Wieling, Jelena Prokić and John Nerbonne in

2009.

• Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) assesses the degree of dependence between aligned

segments. Procedure:

repeat

◦ compare each variety to each variety by using Levenstein distance (the first time

substitution=indel=1), later times the newly calculated weights are used).

◦ find new weights by analyzing the alignments: the more frequently segments co-occur

in an alignment, the smaller the distance weight.

until weights do not change any more.
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PMI-based Levenshtein distance

• Alignments made by PMI Levenshtein are better, see Wieling, Prokić and Nerbonne

(2009).

• Works well if the words to be compared to each other are cognates, for example

comparing transcriptions of Dutch huis versus English house is fine, but comparing

transcriptions of Dutch huis versus French maison disturbs the learning process.

• You need sufficient data: sufficient varieties and sufficient items (words).
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Visualization
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Data set

• Reeks Nederlandse Dialectatlassen, compiled by E. Blancquaert and W. Pée.

• Texts from 1922–1975, 1956 local dialects, 139 sentences each.

• We selected 50 dialects, 166 words.

• Standard Dutch was added.

• We measure distances using feature-based Levensthein (Almeida & Braun).

• Length is processed (extra short, half long, long).

• Some diacritics are processed (aspirated, labialized, palatalized, velarized,

pharyngealized, nasalized)
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Distribution of the 361 dialects in the Dutch dialect area.
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Beam maps

• Introduced by Goebl (± 1983).

• Distances between dialects represented by lines among local dialects in a map.

• Each local dialect is connected by a straight line with each dialect.

• Darker lines represent smaller distances, lighter lines represent larger distances.
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Beam map showing Levenshtein distances among local dialects. Darker lines

represent larger distances.
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Places are connected to each other if the distance between them does not

exceed 200 km.
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Cluster analysis

• Find dialect groups.

• Group a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group (called a cluster)

are more similar (in some sense) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters).

(Wikipedia)

• Result visualized as a dendrogram: a hierarchically structured tree in which the objects

are the leaves.

• Introduced by Goebl (± 1982) in dialectometry.
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Cluster analysis

Grouw Haarlem Delft Hattem Lochem

Grouw 0 41 44 45 46

Haarlem 41 0 16 34 36

Delft 44 16 0 37 38

Hattem 45 34 37 0 20

Lochem 46 36 38 20 0

Grouw
Delft

Haarlem
Hattem

Lochem

0 10 20 30 40
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Cluster methods

• Single-linkage:

Outliers are clearly recognizable shown, “chaining effect”, difficult to detect groups.

• Complete-linkage:

Gives a well-belanced dendrogram, clusters have about the same size, sensitive to

outliers.

• UPGMA: Unweighted Pair Group Method using Arithmetic averages:

results reflect the original distances most closely (used in our example).

• WPGMA: Weighted Pair Group Method using Arithmetic averages:

recommended in case of an irregular sampling distribution.

• Ward’s method:

minimizes the variance in the clusters; well-belanced dendrograms, clusters have about

the same size.
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Dendrogram obtained using Ward’s method.
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Nine groups derived from the dendrogram that was obtained using Ward’s

method.
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Multidimensional scaling

• Visualize dialect continuum.

• Introduced by Embleton (1993) in dialectometry.

• Given a geographic map, distances between locations can be measured.

• Multidimensional scaling: given distances, locations on a map can be inferred.

• In our case: from n × n distances we infer coordinates in 2- or 3-dimensional space.

So n dimensions are reduced to two or three.
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Multidimensional scaling methods

• Classical (metric):

original algorithm, proposed by Togerson (1952).

• Kruskal’s non-metric:

results reflect the original distances most closely.

• Sammon’s non-linear (metric) mapping:

points are shown more spread out.

• t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE):

reveals (otherwise hidden) patterns, is stochastic.
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Using Sammon’s non-linear mapping the 51 dimensions are reduced to 2. They

explain 71.6% of the variance in the original distances.
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Using t-SNE the 51 dimensions are reduced to 2. They explain about 65.2% of

the variance in the original distances.
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Multidimensional scaling

• When scaling to three dimensions, each dialect is represented by three values, i.e. a

value for x, y and z.
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Using Kruskal’s non-metric MDS the 51 dimensions are reduced to 3. The x

dimension is visualized in the map.
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Using Kruskal’s non-metric MDS the 51 dimensions are reduced to 3. The y

dimension is visualized in the map.
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Using Kruskal’s non-metric MDS the 51 dimensions are reduced to 3. The z

dimension is visualized in the map.
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Multidimensional scaling

• Now let x be the intensity of red, y be the intensity of green and z be the intensity of

blue.

• This way each dialect gets its unique color!

• Thus the dialect landscape is visualized as a dialect continuum.

• Introduced by Nerbonne, Heeringa & Kleiweg (1999).
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RGB map where x determines inversely the intensity of red, y determines the

intensity of green and z determines the intensity of blue.
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Reference point maps

• Introduced by Goebl (± 1982).

• Compare local dialects to a reference point.

• Reference point can be one of the local dialects, a standard language, a proto-language,

etc.

• Goebl used a rainbow scheme: red-orange-yellow-green-blue, where dialects most similar

to the reference point are red, and most distant dialects are blue.
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Dutch dialects compared to Standard Dutch. Red dots represent strongly

related dialects, blue dots more remote ones.
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Dutch dialects compared to the Groningen city dialect. Red dots represent

strongly related dialects, blue dots more remote ones.
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Segment distances

• Show the mutual segment distances in a multidimensional scaling plot where Kruskal’s

non-metric MDS is used.

• Is especially useful in order to show the segment distances that were learned by PMI

Levenshtein distance.

• Not each sound aligns with any sound. Show the maximum subset of segments that

aligns with each other (Wieling 2012).

• The plots on the next slides show PMI distances that were obtained on the basis of our

data set of 50 dialects and Standard Dutch.
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Vowels
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Consonants
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Software
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Software (1)

• VDM - Visual Dialectometry:

◦ developed by Hans Goebl and Edgar Haimerl;

◦ stand-alone program to be installed in Windows.

• Diatech

◦ developed by Gotzon Aurrekoetxea and his colleagues;

◦ webapp available at: http://eudia.ehu.eus/diatech.
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Software (2)

• RuG/L04:

◦ developed by Peter Kleiweg under supervision of John Nerbonne;

◦ set of functions to be entered as command line commands in a terminal.

• Gabmap: doing dialect analysis on the web:

◦ developed by Peter Kleiweg under supervision of John Nerbonne;

◦ webapp available at http://www.gabmap.nl/ or http://www.let.rug.

nl/~kleiweg/L04/webapp, Docker version at https://github.com/pebbe/

Gabmap-docker.
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LED-A
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LED-A

• Webapp, easy to use for every linguist.

• The name ’LED-A’ was proposed by Vincent van Heuven.

• LED-A = Levenshtein Edit Distance App.

• LED also refers to ’Lampje’ or ’Little Helper’ (in Duckburg).

• Implemented in R Shiny and Pascal.

• Available at: https://www.led-a.org.

• Caution: this app is still in the beta stage.

• To do: add text to information buttons.
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LED-A

• Focus on Levenshtein distance: plain, feature-based (Almeida & Braun) and PMI-based.

• Stress, length and some diacritics can easily be processed.

• Multiple transcriptions per item is possible.

• It is possible to measure distances due to differences in only vowels or consonants

(indels or substitutions).

• Individual or aggregated distances.

• Easy to create maps, only coordinates are required (no outline required).
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Input

• LED-A needs two input files:

1. transcriptions;

2. coordinates (optional)
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Transcriptions

• Input file: Excel sheet which is created in Microsoft Excel or LibreOffice.

• The transcriptions should be in IPA Unicode.

• Use the IPA chart Unicode keyboard at:

https://westonruter.github.io/ipa-chart/keyboard/

for finding the Unicode characters.

• The chart covers the The International Phonetic Alphabet revised to 2005.

• LED-A recognizes vowels, pulmonic consonants, some other symbols.

• Some suprasegmentals (stress, length), some diacritics (aspirated, labialized, palatalized,

velarized, pharyngealized, nasalized) can be processed.
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Format (1)

Rows are locations, columns are items
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Format (2)

Rows are items, columns are locations
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Coordinates

Rows are items, columns are locations

Coordinates are taken from Wikipedia (GeoHack).
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Demo
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Thanks!
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